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Abstract: The problem concerns the catastrophic flood flow caused by the breaking of the dam of the
artifit;ill! reservoir in the valley of the small river Mlynowka Gorowska. Extensive studies were focused
on the section just below the broken dam, were: the gcomorphological effects of that event were mOSI

noticeable. A number of erosional and aceumulalive forms have been distinguished. The S!ructure and
grain size of the nood deposits have been studied. The occurrence of deposit sequences characteristic
of slurry-nows has been found. The rapid fall of the nood wave was associated with the deposition
of the coarser deposit fractions on the sides or the valley and of the finer ones on its noor.

K~y words: nood. breaking of dam, nood forms and deposits. valley of the Mlynowka G6rowska river

Introduction

On 3 February 2000, the dam on the river
Mlyn6wk.a G6rowska got broken, the water from
the higher situated reservoir flowed down, which
resulted in a catastrophic flood in the river val·
Icy. Within less than four hours ca 250 000 m3

water outflow through the gap in the dam, inun
dating the river valley including the part of
G6rowo Baweekie situated in it.

Dam disasters are rather infrequence, that is
why there is only a small number of studies pre
senting their actual effects (Seon, Gcavlee, 1968,
Jarret, Costa, 1986). More attention has been
given to theoretical problems, sueh as the hydro·
logical parameters of the flood wave (among
others: Froehlich, 1995; Walder, O'Connor, 1997;
Bellos, Hrissanthou, 1998; Kubrak, Ordyniec,
1999). A synthetic survey of the causes and ef
fects of catastrophic floods caused by the break
age of artificial or natural dams has been carried
out by J.E. Costa (1988a). Compared with the
good understanding of the hydrological effects of

this kind of events, the geomorphological changes
caused by them in the natural environment of the
river valley have not so far been the subject of
any extensive studies, which has been pointed out
by W. Graham (1998).

The catastrophic flood in the Mlyn6wka val
ley provided a rare chance of tracing the geomor
phological and sedimcntational changes in a small
young-glacial river valley, caused by processes of
extreme (catastrophic) intensity. The object of our
field research studies was the description of the
progress of erosion and fluvial accumulation in
the river channel and in the overbank area follow
ing the passage of the catastrophic flood wave.
The range of the flood wave has been determined
as well as the spread of the particular fluvial
forms and their inner structure.

The studies of the geomorphological effects of
the flood covered a 0,4 km segment of the river,
between the broken dam and the built-up area.
That part of the valley floor shows comparative
ly little anthropogenic transfonnation. It is char
acterized by considerable morphological chang-
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Fi~. 3. Range of flood in the Mlyn6wka valley on J" February 2000 (A) and sketch of the gromorphological transfurmations of
lt~ floor below the broken dam (B)
A: I upper edg~ of valley. 2 - range of fl<>od wa"e. 3 - bUIld-up areas
B, 1 - upper edge (If valley. 2 - tange of fl<>od ",,,·e. 3 - spillwly and draining off ~anal. 4 bank IIndcrclIllln8S. S erosive Ind o"erflo ....· chlnnels.
() - cre"asses. 7 - sand~ shldow'.Il_ large boulden and fragments uf cunstl'\lCtion materials. \l sandy_'llly deposits. 10 _ sand)" depo$'ts. 11 lra\elly.
stony depo$'ts. 12 d,rectlons of flood wlter flow. 13 - hthofacilllYpcs of flood dcposilS. 14 dell. cone from F,gs. 6. 15 _ nUls IeCllOn from
F,gs. 8. 16 broken dam

gether with a sudden thaw and rainfalls were
conducive to the water flowing over the lowered
part of the dam crest. The water flowing down
the side of the dam caused its erosion. which
weakened its stability and consequently led to its
further being washed away. The resulting breach
reaching down to the dam's base was 107 m2 in
area (Fig. 2). The breakage of the dam happened
at about 030 a.m. on 3 February 2000. The flood
wave moved very fast. As follows from the re
port of Powiatowy Sztab Kryzysowy (the local
crisis headquarters), at about 100 <I.0l. the whole
river valley within the town boundaries was under
water (Fig 3A). According to estimates, the mean
intensity of water dischargc through the breach
was ca 28 m)s-I. It can be assumed that the
maximum values wcrc much higher. The scale of
the flood is demonstrated by the value of 1%
flood probability, which has been asscssed al
10.33 m3s-\ compared with the Mlynowka's dis
charge just before the flood, which amounted to
about 0.025 m\-l. The mean velocity of the water
discharge through the breach, calculated on the
basis of the equation of the velocity of water
discharge through a non-awash opening (Singh.
Quiroga, 1988) was 4.1 ms I. If we assume that,
occasionally, the discharge velocity might have
been greater, it would have allowed the transport
of stones of considerable size. Levelling measure
ments have shown that the mean range of the
flood wave was 3.3 m. There occurred, however,
local backwater to 5 m associated with bridge
sections of the rivcr channel.

The vehemence of the flood caused not only
morphological changes in the river valley but also
three death casualties and damages estimated at
14 milion zlotys.

The diversity of natural conditions of the
valley and the extent of its anthropogenic trans
formation both affected the amount and the char
acter of the transformations of the river channel
and valley floor following thc catastrophic flood.
The most spectacular geomorphological effects
occurred in a section from the dam to ca 400 m
down from it (Fig. 3B), where the MJyn6wka
valley is a form with steep sides and ca 15-20 m
deep. Its floor does not exceed 50 m in width with
a gradient of 9.3 ':ltlo and is sparsely overgrown
with trecs and shrubs. The river channel is not
very decp and shows a sinuous course.

Description of erosional
and accumulative forms developed
in the nood

Description of study area

The catchment of the Mlynowka G6rowska,
48,4 km2 in area, part of the Pregola drainage
basin, is situated in the region of Wzniesienia
G6rowskie (G6rowo Hills) in the forefie1d of the
end moraine zone of the Pomeranian Phase of the
Last Glaciation (Kondracki, 1972). It includes an
undulant moraine plateau diversifield with sub
glacial channnels and kettles. A range of such
depressions is incorporated in the Mlyn6wka
valley. That is manifested both in the varying
gradient of its floor (4,8-9,3 %0) and in the oc
currence of gaps and valley widenings.

The orographic conditions account for the
considerdble differences in the amount of precip
itation. The higher situated G6rowo Ilaweekie gets
an average of 717 mm rainfall per year (Roczniki
IMGW. Opady AtmosJeryczne 1956-1980), which
is nearly 150 mm more than Bartoszyce and
Lidzbark Warminski, situated at lower altitudes.

Mlyn6wka is a small watercourse, 20,4 km
long, characterized, like other rivers of the west
ern part of Pojezierze Mazurskie (Mazury Lake
land), with an even fluvial regime with a spring
and winter flood and ground-rain-snow yield
(Dynowska, 1972). The mean value of the unit
runoff of the Elma drainage basin, whose part is
the Mlyn6wka catchment area, amounts to 7,63
dm's-'km-' (in 1971-1980).

The natural character of the river channel has
undergone complete change as a result of hydro
technical works carried out at various times. In
several places thc river has been barred and
dammed up by dikes. River training has been
carried out in the town part of the river channel.
The last act of anthropogenic transformations of
the Mlynowka valley was the construction in
1977 of a 7-m high dam resulting in the forma
tion ofa water reservoir 10.8 ha in area (Fig. I).
The breakage of that dam resulted in a catastroph
ic flood.

Causes of the dam breakage
and progress of flood wave

The direct cause of the dam breakage was the
washing away of its crest, resulting from the fact
that the permissible ordinate of water level in the
reservoir had been exceeded. That situation to·

cs in contrast to the regulated part flowing
through the town, where the changes are much
smaller.
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some cases pensymmetrical, graded bedding.
A similar sequence of deposits has also been
found in the crevasse cones developed as a result
of a breakage of embankments in the flood in the
Vistula valley in 1997 (Gl;:bica, Sokolowski,
1999).

With increasing distance from the broken dam
the material coming through the crevasses onto
the surface of the backland became more and
more fine-grained. At their outlets formed cre
vasse cones made up of sandy material. Those
were mostly fine- and medium·grained sands with
organic lenses in the bottom with faintly visible
horizontal stratification (lithofacies Sh), overlain
by similarly grained sands with cross-stratifica
tion (Iithofacies Sp) (Fig. 38). The flat cone
surfaces and the overbank plain have been diver
sified by sandy shadows, which were the most
commonly occurring accumulative forms in the
part of the valley under study. They form behind
all kinds of obstructions, mostly trees and shrubs,
and their width depends on the width of the
obstruction (Zwolinski. 1992). A particularly
large fonn of that type, 8.5 m long, 1.4 ID wide
and 0.3 m high, was made up of medium- and
coarse-grained sands with an accessory of grav
els (Fig. 7). Deposition of pebbles and coarse
gravel has often been found on the upstream side
of the terrain obstructions with sandy shadows
downstream.

The bottom and the foot of the valley sides
have been covered with a layer of sandy mate-
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Fig. 8. Granulomelric characteristics of deposits of sand covers in cross profile of the Mtyn6wka valley (Iocalizalion in Fig. 38)
I gTa'·d. 2 - cnarse·gn;ned sand. ) - medium_gra,ned sand. 4 - finc·gra;ne<;j SlInd. 5 _ sill
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laminated sands with a faint horizontal stratifica
tion (Iithofacies Sb), changing higher up into vari
grained sands with prevalence of coarser fractions
cross·stratified (Iithofacies Sp). On the other
hand, in the top there occurred massive medium
and coarse-grained sands with gravel accessory
(Iithofacies SGm). In the top part of the cone, 78
cm in thickness. there were numerous mud·balls,
3-8 cm in diameter, as well as pieces of wood,
brick, construction materials and plant detritus.
The character oflhe sedimentation points out that
the initial stage of cone formation proceeded
under sheet-flow conditions, which is document
ed by the occurrence of homogeneous Iithofacies
Sh sands in the bottom part of the sequence of
deposits. Accumulation was taking place under
supercritical flow conditions, corresponding (in
transport of material) to the plane bed phase.
A similar structure of the bottom part of flood
deposits has been described by E.D. McKee et al.
(1967). In the second sedimentation stage the
flow was probably already partly channelled,
evidence of which are the cross-stratified sands
of lithofacies Sp and the sands and gravels of
lithofacies SGm. Evidence of high flow energy
and rapid deposition are the mud·balls laid in the
deposit as well as the boulders up to 50 cm in
diameter and fragments of the bridge construction
found on the cone surface. A similar sequence of
deposits has been found in other cone forms
overlying point bars. Like in the case described
above, they are characterized by reversed, and in
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er compared with the changes in the overbank

zone.
The effects of accumulative processes c~uld

be best seen in the most sinuous parts of t~e nvcr.
They have overlaid sandy-gravelly matenal onto
fixed point bars in the Mlyn6wka meanders. Onc
of the best developed fonns in that site is the delta
cone, 23 m long up to 16 m wide and 1.6 m tall
at the front, situated several dozen ~etres below
the destroyed bridge (Fig. 38, Fig. 4). Other
accumulative forms are: crevasse cones, sandy
shadows and sandy·silty covers deposited all over
the flooded valley floor. .

Two sequences have been distinguished 10 the
structure of the flood cones. In the lower.one
horizontally stratified sandy deposits predomm~t

ed, in the upper one massive gravelly dCPOS1~S

prevailed. A good insight in the structure of thiS
type of fonns is offered by the delta cone d:po~
itcd below the dam (Figs. 5-6). The dep.oslts m
its front are clearly bipartite. On th.e pre.fl.ood
deposits there occurred finc- and medtum·gramcd
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The geomorphological proc~sses ~ransf~nning
the valley floor decrease in IOtenslty with the
increasing distance from the broken dam. That
refers in particular to the fluvial erosion pr?cess,
whose greatest effects have been found 10 the
upper part of the valley section under study. It
resulted in the development of a new channel,
60 m long and 0.6 m in mean depth, along the old
channel from before the damming up (Fig. 38).
Tbe left erosional edge of the valley has been
conside:ably transformed. in this case the ~ro.
cesses of erosive undercutting of the valley sides
were associated with mass movements (faits and
landslides). Intense erosion in the river channel
resulted in undcnnining the bridgeheads followed
by the destruction of the bridge. Further dow~ the
channel the effects of erosion were much slIght·
er. Those were crevasses, sections of overflow
channels at the start of the river's meander cu,:,e
and undercunings of the valley sides. Th~ e~osl~e

transformation of the river channel conslstmg 10

its local deepening by 30-40 cm was much small-
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rial ranging in thickness from 0.5 to 2 cm in the
lower part of the slope to 20 Cllt in the valley
floor. That deposit consists mainly of fine
grained sands. On the flat areas close to the
channel there occur fine-grained sands with a
considerable accessory of fine silts (Fig. 8). As
we move away from the channcl the material
becomes coarser, most of it is medium- and
coarse-grained sand. The presence of coarser
fraction on higher. downs loping parts of the
valley sides as well as the Icngth and set of the
lodgcd grasses are evidence of a considerable
energy of the water in the coursc of flood wave
falling. On flalter areas of the valley floor the
fraction is finer, which is accounted for by a
quieter type of sedimentation. After the waters
had flown down into the channel, it was possi
ble for the finest material to decantate in small
depressions.

Morphodynamic characterization
of the flood

Thc hydro· and morphodynamic conditions of
floods caused by dam disasters difTer in many
ways from natural floods. The most imporlant
difference is the lack of relationship between the
processes going on in the river channel and val
ley and those going on in the river catchment
area. Floods of that type arc short·lived and vi·
olent. The rapid water outflow caused by the
breakage of the dam is probably comparable with
the release of waters from proglaeial 1:lkes (B[!;k
er, Nummedal. 1978). The culmination of the
flood wave of great energy, preceded by a short
period of increased discharges. appears very soon.
I f the valley is rather small, its entire floor is
flooded with a considerable layer of water, and
for a short time the valley functions as a channel
(cr. Chen, Simons, 1979). The flood wave faIl
ing takes much longer than the appcarance of its
culmination. That is accounted for by the changes
in resistance to water flow in the overbank zone
and by the development of local backwaters
conditioned by the morphology and cover of the
valley floor. Thcre are also differences in the w~y

material for fluvial transport is supplied. Besides
typical products of erosion of the channel anJ of
the flooded part of the valley a significant source
of materia! is the washed away dam and the
reservoir sediments in the part of the reservoir
adjoining the dam. A certain part is played by the
material supplied from the banks of the reservoir
as a result of the stirring up of mass movement
processes after it has been emptied.

80

The forms and sequences of scdimenls depos·
itcd in the part of the valley under study as a
result of erosive and deposilional processes eon
slitute a clear record of the changes of energy of
the waters flowing out of the dam reservoir and
of the variations in the sources of supply of the
river load transported.

In the initial very short flood phase the val
ley floor was being gradually filled up with water
loaded with large amounts of sandy material
derived from the washed away dam. Its deposi
tion, occurring initially iD the near-channel zone,
consisted in overlaying the upper parts of fixed
(old) point bars with a few centimetre thick
deposits of conc deltas. The common occurrence
of horizontally stratified sands (Iithofaeies Sb) in
lhe lower parts of the sequences indicates thal the
sedimentation took place under sheet-flow con
ditions in the upper plane bed phase.

As more and more water ran off through the
breach in the dam, the flood area soon spread
over the entire valley. Flat sandy covers were
deposited on more distant from the channr.:! in·
c1ined areas among grasses and thickets, and
elongate sandy shadows fanned behind clumps of
trees and shrubs. The prescncc of terrain obstruc·
tions and vegetation clumps resulted in a clear
channelling of the flood waters flow in tbe later
flow phase and in the fonnation of cross-strati
fied sandy-gravelly deposits (Iilhofacies SOp).
The breach in the dam gradually expanded until
the dam was completely washed away and that
was followed by the flood wave culmination.
That in turn led to overloading of the outflowing
waters, an increase in their density and the ue
velopment of hypcrconeentrated grain flow (Cos
ta, 1988b). Its characteristic is rapid, short trans
port. Such was the ehamcter of the Mlyn6wb's
discharge in the flood wave culmination over a
several-hundred·m~tre-long section below the
broken dam. Evidence of that arc the slurry-flow
type deposits in the top part of the cone (Pierso:l.
Costa, 1987), consisting of massive coarse
grained sands, gravels and mud-balls stuck in the
sandy·silty matrix (Iithofacies GSm). The above
deposits are similar to those described by J.E.
Costa (1988b), which represent an intcrmedinle
stage between debris-flow and water-flood and
develop under conditions of sheet-flow of high
density. Evidence of high water flow energy as
well as rapid accumulation arc the Durr:erous
mud-bal1s deposited in the sediment, boulders up
to 50 cm in diameter, fallen tree trunks and frag·
ments of the bridge destroyed in the event. An·
other evidence of great transporting force are
traces of injuries on tree trunks, which indicate

t. BOllom of the Gorowo reservoir after its catastrophic drainage on 4.02.2000

fig. 2. General \iew do\\, n the rh er. in the foreground the brolt.'n d::trn



Fig. 4. Accumulative area of deha cone

Fig. 7. InSllInce of dcposilion of sandy shadow behind an obstruction consisling of trees and plant jam

riR_ 5. Inlemal slruclUre of della cone front. For c}(planations of deposil sequence see Fig. 6
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saltation transport of stones of considerable size.
The source of the transported material, bcsides
the washed away dam and the products of ero·
sion of thc newly formed scction of river chan
nel down from the dam, was also dle material
supplied into the channcl from the valley sides as
a result of stirring up of sliding proccsses.

The considerable loading of the river channel
by the transported sediments and flotation mate
rial resulted in its blockage, particularlY in places
where straight. line channel sections change into
meanders. As a result of cutting off meanders and
filling up the channel with sediments resistance
to flow was reduced. That caused an acceleration
of the flow rate and local drops of ,vater level.
That relationship has been verified by experimen
tal studies carried out by YH. Cheo and D.B.
Simons (1979). Under tbe circumstances the
conditions of water flow and sediment transpor·
tation in the valley were rcorganizcd. Through
crevasses and overflow channels forrJ1cd at that
time thc bed load of the channel was brought out
onto the surface of the valley floor. Thc drop in
velocity of the water flow and the initially slow
falling of the flood wave, associated with local
backwater in the lower situatcd part of the val
ley, resultcd in the deposition of the transported
material and local erosion of the valley sides. The
material of the coarsest gravelly-stony fraction,
eliminated from the transport, filled uP the rivcr
channcl and the overflow channels where finer
sediment was still being transported. As a result
of ils later deposition earlicr developed forms
were expanded. It was then that the facies of
crevasse cones and sandy shadows were accumu
lated. After the flow had been unblocked, the
floodwatcrs started to falling very fast concentrat
ing their flow in the channel. At that time the
depositional forms, which had been developed
earlier, were cut through, which is evidence of the
considerable energy of the waters returning to
their channel.

Conclusion

In analysing the geomorphological cffects of
flood in that part of the Mtyn6wka valley, it must
be stressed that the erosional and depositional
processes in the Mlyn6wka valley were affected
in a decisive way by its morphometric character
istics (gradient, floor width, channel course). The
greatest gcomorphological changes cook place
just below the broken dam. The section of the
valley running through the town, anthropogeni·
cally transformed, suffered the worst economic

11 - undfolm

damages, but was least transformed geomoq>ho.
logically.

Thc commonly occurring erosive forms were:
crevasses, scctions of overflow channels and
undercuuings of the channel and valley banks.
The erosion ofthc channel floor did not reach any
great proportions thanks to the nature of the
bedrock (moraine residuum hard to Wash away)
and to the fact that the watcr flow filled the entire
valley floor. It must be mentioned that the high.
est intensity of erosive processes in floods of that
type occurs at the time of flood wave falling.

Accumulative forms were represented by:
deposits of delta cones overlaying fixed point
bars, crevasse cones, sandy shadows and flat
sandy·silty covers. A particular instance of accu
mulative form deposited just below the dam was
a delta cone with a pronounced front consisting
of material showing characteristics of high ener
gy flow of thc slurry-flow type. Evidence of the
high energy of flow and rapid deposition were
mud-balls, boulders up to 50 cm in diameter and
fragmcnts of the bridge construction. The com
monly occurring sedimentation structure consist
ed of fine-grained horizontally stratified depos.
its in the lower pari of the sequcnce and coarser
grained deposits of massivc structure in the lOp

part.
Local occurrence of coarser fractions of ma.

terial on the vallcy sides compared with the fin.
er sediment deposited on the vallcy floor points
to considerablc flow energy at the time of flood
wave falling.

The progress of depositional processes in the
valley floor was closely related to the current
course of the channel. The accumulation of
material was greatest in its sinuous segments. It
also should be notcd that the set of erosive.dep
ositional forms dcvcloped in thc courSe of floods
caused by dam disasters is similar to that devel
oped in natural floods. Depositional forms devel
oped under conditions of deep flOoding, in
narrow deep river valleys show similar morpho
logical and lithofacial charactcristics to corre
sponding forms developed under subaerial con
ditions. Common characteristics are also ascribed
to both thc above environments by A.K. Teiscy
re (1988).

The progress of fluvial processes, particular
ly at a short distance from the broken dam, is
strongly affected by the deposits bUilding its
bank. Their inclusion into the fluvial transport
already in the first phase of the flood flow result
ed in rapid filling up of the channel with load.
That changed the geometry ofthe channel and the
resistance to watcr flow, which led to increased

81
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Holocene shoreline migrations in the Puck Lagoon
(Southern Baltic Sea) based on the Rzucewo Headland case study

Kt'y "'ords: SOUlhcrn Baltic. ruck Lagoon. Rzucewo Headland. palynology. radiocarbon dating. sea levc:l
changes, eoaSlal proc.esses

the southern and south-western area of the Baltic
Sea in the Middle and Latc Holocene (includ
ing relatively new reccnt infonnation) are nOI
explicit and tbey are very often contradictory.
Thc published curves of the relative sea level
changes sometimes show oscillations of sca
lcvcl of several meters in only short periods.
Occasionally, such changes as have been iden
tified have been altribllted to different periods
and those changes allocatcd into short time
periods are sometimes of different in directions
(e.g. Lampe, 1996; Lampe & Janke, 2000; ROl-

Grazyna Miotk-Szpiganowicz

PQ1lstwowy IIIstyiUl Geologicztly
Oddzia/ Geologii Morza
Ill. Koscierska 5, 80-328 Gdansk
e-mail: eszpicanowicz@pgi.gda.pl

Ab)'Irllct: The results of tbe study indicate: that the Rzucewo Headland arcI - a land form located on
the western coast of the"Puck Lagoon - has been dc\'c:Ioping under the IcrreslTial conditions until the
end of the Atlantic period. The headland is constructed from sands and silts with organic beds. The
end of the Atlantic period saw the appearance of the first poUtn grains of plants which indicate human
activity (CIr~nopodiact!at!, .-'lrremisia. Rumt'.(, PllJnlago lanct!ofala). The sediment age and Ihe then sea
level of Ihe Baltic Sea indieale thal human aetlvily has been laking place before the development of
seal hunter's selllement. I.e. the Rzueewo Culture
A transformation of the freshwater lake mto the brackish/marine Puck Lagoon started not earlier Ihan
5500-5000 years BP. In the Subborcal period. eliffs OD slopes of the Puck Morainic Uplands Slarted
to develop and the accumulation of sands in tbe Rzueewo Headland began. The pollen grains of the
plaots relating to human aetivilY (Clrenopodioceoe. Ar/emisio. Rumu. Plan/ago /anceofala) are more
numerous in the polten spectrum. The occurrence of the plants and the approach of the Puek Lagoon
shores to Rzuccwo coincided with the development of the Rzucewo Culture (seal hunters) c. 4400-3700
years BP. In the last 4000 years or so, average growth of the Rzueewo Headland was c. lOO ml/year.
[n lhe period 1958 -1997, a land growth of up to 50-80 m (on average t-2 m/year) was noted on the
northern part of lhe Headland.
The analysis of the geological and palynologieal data from the Rzueewo Headland indicales that its
development has taken place under conditions of a long.drawn-out transgression. No evidence indic
alive of either a phased transgression or a periodical regression was found. A good compatibility of
the relative sea level curve of the Puck Lagoon with Ihe curves of the eustatie changcs of tbe ocean
indicates only a small range of vertical movements of the Earth's Crust in this area during the Sub
bor",..1 and Subatlanlie periods.

Introduction

The Puck Lagoon (also callcd Litlle or Inner
Puck Bay) and its coast have becn subjecl of the
geological, geomorphological and paleogeo
graphical studies for many years (Pawlowski,
1922; Rosa, 1963; Musielak, 1983; Jankowska
& L((czyilSki, 1993; Witkowski & Witak, 1993;
Kramarska et al., 1995, ctc.). However therc is
little dctailed information on the Lagoon's age,
sea level changes and the development of the
coast. Thc dala relating to sea level change in
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